1 I use the label 'ancient sciences' as a short-cut for geometry, number theory, astronomy, astrology, theoretical music, philosophy, medicine, alchemy and other fields of scholarly knowledge appropriated from Greek, Syriac, Pahlavi, and Sanskrit sources.
2 Mohammed Arkoun has expressed his belief that philosophy in the Islamic world disappeared after Ibn Rušd's death in a public lecture at the Institute for (New York: Routledge, 2000) , q.v., Leaman reformulated the old view of philosophy's demise by writing that due to al-Ġazālī's demand to reject philosophy it came to be under a cloud until the nineteenth century. He also affirmed scientific revolution in Islamic societies are considered relevant and holding the key for today's conflicts and difficulties.
3 Concepts outside of time and independent of concrete space such as 'Arabic,' 'Islamic' or 'Arabic-Islamic' science/s dominate the approaches to the study of history of science in Islamic societies. 4 Creatures of nostalgia such as 'Golden Age' or 'Islamic/Muslim Renaissance' continue to inspire professionals and amateurs alike while glossing over the fact that most localities in the vast realm of the Islamic world in the ninth, tenth, eleventh, etc. centuries were free and empty of any person that practiced the 'ancient sciences.' 5 Oppositions of all sorts such as 'rationality' versus 'superstition' or 'religion', (Catholic and later Protestant and secular) 'Europe' versus the 'Islamic World', 'Christianity' versus 'Islam', or 'progress' versus 'decline' continue their existence as if immutable and outside of history.
6 Rarely anyone asks whether the entities set up against each other for the sake of mobilizing the one or the other set of values and gaining a platform for evaluation did exist in the period under debate and if so in which form and with what meaning. The elementary message of postmodernist critiques that there is no narrative about the past independent from our present and that that philosophy and the religious disciplines always had a rather difficult relationship. Thought and Civilization, 1996), 351-89, undertaken with the intention to refute claims made in a series of articles published in Nature,
